
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Faculty Professional Development Workshops: Open to All Faculty 
Faculty Performance Development Workshops: Remedial in Nature 

 
 
 
 



Faculty Performance Development Workshops (Remedial) 
 

Components of Each Workshop 
 

Participant Learning Activities: 
End of Workshop Action Plan (See Sample Chart Below) 
 
 

Facilitator Activities: 
End of Workshop Report Summarizing Each Participant's Activities (See Sample Below) 
 
 

 

Area for Improvement  Action Plan Steps for Improvement 

1.    

2.    

3.    

4.    

5.    

 

 
 Faculty Performance Workshop Final Report 

 

General 
Comments: 

  

Participation in 
Workshop 
Discussions: 

  

Responses to 
Written 
Assignments: 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Faculty Performance Development 
 

Faculty Classroom Management (Tailored to Specific Needs) 
 

 
Provide scenarios where a hypothetical faculty member did not meet the required standards. Ask participants to 
consider how this might have a negative impact on students' learning. 
 
Ask participants to summarize an example of a time when they believed they were effective and not effective as an 
instructor. What were the lessons learned? 
 
Ask participants to describe how students benefit from timely feedback. 
 
Post examples of discussion question responses and ask participants to evaluate them as being substantive or not 
substantive and provide reasons why or why not. 
 
Have the participants summarize who to contact when there are specific student issues or concerns. 
 
Participants will be asked to create a job aid that will help them organize their job duties, requirements, and 
expectations. 
 
Provide descriptions of situations involving conflict and ask participants to describe how the conflict should be 
resolved. 
 

 
 

Faculty Performance Development 
 

Faculty Discussions 
 

 
Extensive practice provided with the development of substantive posts and engaging faculty participation within the 
classroom.  
 
Socratic Method of Inquiry: Ask open-ended questions that lead students to seek better alternatives or approaches. 
For example: What else could you have considered? What evidence might be included to support your conclusion? 
 
Questions to Ask Yourself: 
• Are you consistent in your participation in the classroom?  
• Does your involvement in the discussions display commitment to student learning?  
• Do you routinely ask follow-up questions that engages students in the concepts being discussed?  
• Do you share examples from your own professional experiences to broaden students' knowledge?  
• Do you help students connect what they already know or have experienced to the concepts you are teaching?  
• Are you focused on the goals you have set for what students will learn in the course? 
 
Provide Scenarios: Discussion Responses from Students 

• Ask Participants to evaluate those responses  
 
Provide Scenarios: Discussion Responses from Students, Along with Faculty Member Replies 

• Ask Participants to evaluate the Faculty Member replies 

• Then ask Participants to develop better replies  
 

 
 
 



Faculty Performance Development 
 

Faculty Communication 
 

 
Extensive practice provided with communication in an online classroom environment, including posts and emails.  
 
It is important for facilitators to model effective communication in the online classroom. When words represent the 
instructor, all of the details within a message become important, including the tone of the message, the word 
choices used, and the mechanics of the message. One method which is helpful is reading responses aloud, along 
with creating responses first in a Word document.  The ability to carefully compose a message before posting it is 
one of the important advantages of online communication. 
 
Faculty must stress the importance of the following: 
• A positive, respectful tone for written communication  
• Respect for the privilege of idea expression  
• Consideration for each opinion 
 
Emoticons: It is acceptable, however widely debated, to use emoticons to reiterate humor, whimsy, and 
disappointment. On the other hand, avoid overusing emoticons in place of explaining the meaning of your 
statements. 
 
Provide Emotional Support and Encouragement 
• Help students feel comfortable in the classroom.  
• Constantly reinforce your willingness to help students develop their skills.  
• Avoid using ridicule, embarrassment, or penalties when students make errors. 
 
Communicate Your High Expectations 
• Communicate your belief that students can be successful.  
• Help them develop the self-confidence they need to complete the course. 
 
Topic for Discussion: What are the unique characteristics of online communication? Why is it important to 
understand these characteristics when communicating with your students? 
 

 
 

Faculty Performance Development 
 

Faculty Feedback 
 

 
Extensive practice provided with the development of substantive, engaging, and meaningful feedback. There will 
be a special emphasis placed upon grading content versus being focused on the mechanics of what was written 
within a student's paper. 
 
Ask participants to share their top three grading and feedback challenges, along with methods learned to address 
these challenges.  Ask participants to grade a sample assignment using a rubric after reviewing the basics of 
feedback and the use of a rubric.  
 
Provide a sample assignment and ask participants to evaluate it. (The sample provided will be partially plagiarized 
and this will provide participants with an opportunity to show how a plagiarism incident is handled.)  Provide sample 
discussion responses and ask participants to provide feedback for those responses. The feedback must address 
student’s performance, provide positive encouragement and support, and provide direction for future performance. 
 
Have participants summarize actions they will take from the workshop to improve their feedback. 
 



Faculty Professional Development Workshops (Open) 
 

Note: All Remedial Workshops Can Be Copied and Made into Open Workshops 
 

Faculty Professional Development 
 

Development of Substantive Instructor Guidance 
 

 
This workshop will provide extensive practice with the writing process involved in the development of substantive 
and meaningful Instructor Guidance.  
 
Within the training courses provided faculty are told: 
 
The first time you write weekly guidance for one of your class weeks, it can be challenging. Begin with the assigned 
topics and consider how you can activate the prior knowledge held by your students. What this means is you 
should never assume your students know nothing about the topics. Consider prompts that can help them apply 
different aspects of the topic to their own experience and background in some manner. Share your own 
experience, subject matter knowledge and expertise, and what you have learned, along with any tips, strategies, 
and suggestions you believe would be helpful. Before long, the Instructor Guidance writing process will become 
much easier for you. 
 
What you will discover is after the first version of your Instructor Guidance, you will become acclimated to the 
process. As you teach your class, which includes participating in discussions and providing feedback for 
assignments, there will be additional tips, strategies, resources, and information to provide within this guidance. In 
addition, as you develop your own subject matter expertise, there may be new information to post within your 
guidance. In other words, developing Instructor Guidance is an ongoing process, not a one-time event. 
 
To help you develop your weekly Instructor Guidance, I recommend you use the Outline Method. There is a 
handout attached with instructions for using this method. You will find it is a helpful approach for organizing your 
thoughts and ideas prior to starting the writing process. 
 
For this workshop: 
 
Faculty will work through a general topic step-by-step using the outline method, from thesis to outline to body 
paragraphs to rough draft to finished product, to develop the confidence necessary for creating Instructor 
Guidance. 
 
Direct application of the Outline Method will be used. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Faculty Professional Development 
 

Educational Technology in the Classroom 
 

 
This workshop will teach faculty how to incorporate technology in the classroom, from low tech ideas such as the 
use of PowerPoint presentations to bring their Instructor Guidance to life, to moderately advanced technological 
ideas such as video introductions and video overviews. 
 
The purpose of this course is to encourage faculty to begin to incorporate technology in some manner within their 
classes, as a means of helping to keep students interested and engaged in their courses. 
 
Participants only need minimal prior knowledge of technology tools such as recording videos from their phone, 
uploading videos to YouTube, using PowerPoint presentations, etc. 
 
The purpose of using educational technology in the classroom will be emphasized, as a means of enriching the 
learning process and brining course concepts to life.  
 
Basic multimedia design principles will be shared as well, such as the most effective and least effective methods of 
using PowerPoint presentations.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Discover How to Take the Distance Out of Distance Learning 
 

A unique class developed for ______ by Dr. J, based upon his doctoral studies and ongoing research. 
 

Are you interested in an instructional strategy that could help to strengthen your relationships with students, while 
also influencing their level of performance, motivation, and engagement? 
 
The online classroom does not change the basic principles of adult learning; rather the format of adult learning has 
changed when it becomes enabled with the use of technology. However, the online classroom may change the 
nature of the student's involvement. A student's need for self-motivation and taking responsibility for their 
involvement in class may be greater with an online classroom. 
 
The online student's engagement in the class is encouraged through the use of discussion boards and 
asynchronous interactions with his or her instructor. Performance in an online classroom environment is based 
upon the student's work product, whether this is accomplished through learning activities or written assignments. 
Depending upon the level of involvement by the instructor and the student, it may easy for a student to experience 
a sense of disconnection from the class and his or her instructor. 
 
Another environment where issues of individual motivation, engagement and performance are studied can be 
found within the organizational setting. These issues are considered essential factors of a successful employee 
and lead to improved overall organizational performance. The field of organizational development has produced 
numerous theories of employee development and one theory that addresses development from a positive frame of 
reference is Appreciative Inquiry. 
 
Appreciative Inquiry has been successfully utilized within organizations and has demonstrated an ability to affect 
individual motivation, engagement, and performance. Due to this success of Appreciative Inquiry and its ability to 
impact individuals as well as organizations, it has the potential to be adapted to other environments, including the 
online classroom environment. As an instructional method, Appreciative Inquiry has a potential to help bridge the 
gap between the instructor and student within an online classroom. Appreciative Inquiry also has the potential to 
assist in the development of positive working relationships, which in turn may improve the student's motivation, 
engagement, and performance. 
 
Dr. J developed an innovative approach to online teaching with an instructional strategy called Appreciative 
Andragogy. This takes Appreciative Inquiry, an organizational developmental strategy, and combines it with the 
principle of teaching adults called Andragogy. 
 
Appreciative Andragogy emphasizes the positive nature of adult learning and the enhanced view of self that will 
occur through supportive interactions with an instructor. Through the use of Appreciative Andragogy as an 
instructional method, the instructor may have a tool that can build nurturing relationships and increase the 
instructor's presence within an online classroom environment. With a positive approach to student development the 
student is likely to experience a greater sense of motivation, engagement in the classroom, and improved 
performance overall. 
 
Now you can learn about this innovative instructional strategy in Dr. J's class, Appreciative Andragogy: 
Taking the Distance Out of Distance Learning.  
 

The Heart of Appreciative Andragogy: An Innovative Online Teaching Strategy 

To test the potential for appreciative andragogy in online classes a research study was conducted. I enlisted online 
instructors as participants for the study and they tested this strategy in their online classes. This brought 
appreciative inquiry from an organizational environment into the online classroom. The results of this study have 
now been published so that other educators may adapt and utilize it in their online classes. Of course implementing 
Appreciative Andragogy is not done without challenges. From an educator's perspective they have to take the time 
to interact with students and make an attempt to follow the process. It may also be difficult to show appreciation for 
a student who is not open to interactive communication or does not demonstrate appreciation themselves. 



But what Appreciative Andragogy does is to help educators see their students from a broader perspective and 
learn more about their strengths so they can build from them. This is not to say that developmental issues should 
not be addressed but it can be done from a positive perspective and that will help to create a cooperative spirit as 
instructors and students collaborate together to improve their performance. The study also found that appreciative 
andragogy had a positive impact on students' motivation and engagement in the class. The study concluded that 
Appreciative Andragogy had an ability to take the distance out of distance learning. Any educator teaching any 
subject will find this strategy useful.   

Class Emphasis: 

Building Positive Connections with Students 

Getting to Know the Goals of Your Students and Recommending Resources 

Strengths-Based Approach to Working with the Developmental Needs of Your Students 

Coaching Students in a Positive and Proactive Manner 

Note: Dr. J will use a copy of his scholarly journal article as one of the primary source materials for this course, 
Transformation of Online Teaching Practices through Implementation of Appreciative Inquiry. 
 
Published in the Online Learning Journal: The results of Dr. J's research study were published as a scholarly 
peer-reviewed journal article in the Online Learning Journal, formerly the Journal of Asynchronous Networks 
(JALN), October 2014. (Vol. 18, No 3, October 2014, ISSN 1939-5256) 
 
Presented at an International Online Learning Conference: Dr. J presented his research and a method of 
applying appreciative andragogy to any online class at the 21st Annual Online Learning Consortium International 
Conference, October 2015, Transformation of Online Teaching Practices Through Implementation of Appreciative 
Inquiry. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Transform Online Teaching with Critical Thinking 
 

Another unique class developed for ______ by Dr. J, based upon his doctoral studies and ongoing research. 
 

The phrase "critical thinking" has become widely used in this field and it is a skill which students are told they must 
learn. The challenge is that this phrase can have multiple descriptions when educators are asked to define it. The 
descriptions provided by students are even more varied and often described using clichés such as "thinking outside 
of the box", or they can come closer to what this concept means when they relate it to problem-solving.  

This poses a challenge for the inclusion of critical thinking in a list of skills students need to learn because there 
isn't a clear standard regarding how best to teach it, along with an uncertainty about the precise length of time that 
it can take students to learn it, which means it may be difficult for one educator to teach critical thinking within the 
time allowed for their class. It may be even more challenging to assess how students are progressing as they 
attempt to learn and work with this skill. What can help instructors is to understand the essence of critical thinking, 
learn various perspectives about its meaning, and use this knowledge to transform their instructional strategies and 
practices.  



The Challenge of Teaching 

Educators find out through experience that the work of an online instructor can be demanding and time consuming. 
In a perfect world, a class would function without incident, students would be highly motivated and engaged in the 
class, and learning would occur every day and without any extra effort needed by the instructor. But that is often 
the exception for educators, rather than the rule. For learning to occur there is something more required than a 
textbook and a group of students enrolled in the course.  

It is the educator who makes this process conducive for students to learn and it is the way they engage with 
students through their interactions that determines how effective it is. This is especially true for an online class 
because of the lack of visual cues and face-to-face interactions, which prevent an instructor from monitoring current 
class conditions or being able to gauge how students are responding to information received.  

It is the educator who is responsible for prompting students to be involved in class discussions in a meaningful 
way, and demonstrates use of the skills they are expected to master, which can range from effective and engaging 
communication to proper academic writing and formatting. Critical thinking can be included in the list of required 
skills students are expected to demonstrate.  

The challenge for educators is deciding how to teach it as a skill and when to teach it during a class, especially if it 
is not already built into or planned for in the curriculum. Another challenge instructors face, especially with online 
schools, is being told their students must demonstrate critical thinking; yet they may not be told how or when to 
teach it, and they may not know how to assess it either. 

The Challenge of Learning 

In addition to the many challenges of teaching classes is the inherent challenge of managing and guiding the 
learning process. This has the potential to prevent or minimize the ability of an instructor to teach critical thinking. It 
is possible that a college class will consist of diverse students who are of all ages and possess widely different life 
experiences, along with diverse learning abilities and disabilities. Instructors know that not every student comes to 
class fully prepared and academically ready to learn, with all the skill sets necessary to be successful.  

Included in the required list of characteristics and skills students need from their first day of class is their mental or 
cognitive ability, learning capacity, responsive attitude about their involvement in the learning process, ability to 
interact with others in class, and their intelligence levels, which includes emotional and social intelligence.  

Adult students have developed a specific mindset for learning based upon their participation in mandatory 
education during their developmental years. They were taught in a specific manner and told to be involved in the 
learning process according to certain standards. Adult students also have firmly established beliefs and mental 
models. In order for students to learn a new skill or complex concept they must be academically prepared to learn 
as an active participant, which means they are trained to utilize higher cognitive functions through ongoing 
developmental support by their instructor.  

Becoming prepared to learn is not an innate or automatic process that occurs for all students. It requires both time 
and practice on the part of the student to develop, along with careful guidance by their instructors. Undergraduate 
students who are enrolled in their first entry-point classes are often academically under-prepared, especially if they 
lack prior academic experience or there has been a significant amount of time that has elapsed since they 
graduated from high school. However, even with the right skill sets it does not guarantee that newly enrolled 
students will know how to be engaged in their class, especially with online class discussions, as this is one of the 
learning activities that requires students to demonstrate critical thinking.  

Simply telling students they must show evidence of the use of critical thinking through their discussion question 
responses and follow-up participation posts does not mean they understand the definition of critical thinking. If 
specific instructions are not provided it can cause even additional frustration and lead to students becoming 
disengaged from the class. Critical thinking is a complex skill to learn because there isn't an exact process to follow 
that will ensure all students can learn it quickly and then express it accurately. 

Introducing Critical Intellectual Discourse 

The challenges associated with teaching and learning are further compounded by the complex nature of teaching 
critical thinking as a skill. Some educators define it as a cognitive ability and if this is true, telling students to 
become critical thinkers would require an entire class to indoctrinate them in the process. Very few students are 
well versed in cognitive processing. In addition, they would have to learn it well enough to be able to show 



evidence of it as they participate in their class. It is therefore helpful to consider the very basic process of thinking 
itself and how it occurs automatically.  

From the students' perspective, they can never stop thinking as they receive information while they are 
participating in class or reading the assigned course materials. If you want students to somehow think in a manner 
that is different than what they are used to you would need to explain what it means to them and then provide a 
context in which it can be learned. More importantly, you cannot force them to learn it or demonstrate it 
immediately, especially if they cannot connect it to their needs or verify its importance.  

Critical thinking is most effectively learned if it is encouraged through dialogue and the person who is most qualified 
to do so is their instructor. It is the instructor who needs to be responsible for prompting critical thinking from 
students, instead of trying to teach them about the development of this skill through a complicated set of 
instructions. In other words, when conditions conducive to learning have been established by the instructor it 
becomes possible for critical thinking to occur naturally, making it easy for students to then understand what it 
means.  

It becomes easier for students to learn critical thinking when they are guided to use it as part of a discussion they 
are already involved in. An instructor can prompt students to use cognitive skills associated with critical thinking 
and then tell them about critical thinking, explaining to them what it is they have just used. This will create much 
less resistance and allow them to feel that it is a natural process they can learn. The more students practice critical 
thinking through dialogue or class discussions, the more engrained the skill becomes for them and it can eventually 
lead to an established pattern of thought. 

This method of learning naturally about the critical thinking as a skill is the goal of Critical Intellectual Discourse 
(CID), which will be presented at the end of this chapter. I have developed it through my research in the field of 
adult education and cognition, along with my work in higher education.  

• The basic premise is that instructors will interact with students through guided conversations that engage 
their cognitive processing and stimulate their intellectual curiosity. It helps eliminate the problem of 
inconsistent definitions and teaches students through the use of discourse. This changes the traditional 
approach of teaching a new skill by telling students about it and then asking them to use and demonstrate it 
with their responses or written assignments.  

Critical Intellectual Discourse (CID) is an extension of the meaning which is currently associated with critical 
thinking and adapted as an instructional strategy that instructors can utilize regardless of the subject matter they 
are teaching.  

• This is meant to be a hands-on approach used to encourage a dialogue between instructors and their 
students, in a manner that prompts their thinking, so that they can use critical thinking without needing to 
think about a process which may seem abstract to them. This will make the process of teaching and 
learning about critical thinking a rewarding experience for everyone involved in the teaching and learning 
process within a classroom environment. 

Evolution of Thought: Everything is Perceptual 

Thinking occurs automatically, yet there are varying degrees of thought and factors that influence the process. A 
person is thinking when they are evaluating ideas, considering their options, or performing any other introspective 
process. Thinking can also be prompted when information or input is received from any of the five senses (sight, 
smell, sound, touch, taste). What we think may be influenced by feelings and emotions. Emotional reactions are 
usually caused by feelings, both positive and negative. For example, if you are feeling overworked it can generate 
negative emotions. Your emotions cannot be acknowledged or managed without thinking about them.  

Thinking also precedes any form of action you may take. If you think about information received (something you 
have read or heard) and you are reactive, you will likely act quickly or impulsively. If you think in a rational manner 
you may take measured and composed actions. Even the choice not to act is a result of your thought process. 
Thinking can be characterized as focused, distracted, attentive, and purposeful. It is possible you can think 
intentionally or randomly. Thinking is also tied to the self-talk and beliefs that are part of our daily thought patterns. 
The only time you may be able to control your thoughts is through meditation or by going to sleep.  

During the time of mandatory schooling, which occurs from childhood to young adulthood, the conditioning 
experienced does exert influence on what students think and how they think. For example, they are taught to be 
dependent upon the teacher and accept the teacher as the expert. As a child, our mindset was also influenced by 



the way we were raised, and it is difficult to change without an intention to do so. A pattern of thought was 
engrained in our thought processes and some of the strongest influential factors are usually negative conditions. 
For example, experiencing loss as a child can greatly influence a mindset that is being formed during our 
developmental years. Any patterns or habits of thought can become chronic or a persistent way of thinking, and 
changing a negative mindset takes practices.  

This is also one of the reasons why there are so many books and articles written about of the development of a 
positive mindset; it requires determination and focus. Perceptions also require our thought process because we 
perceive or interpret what is going on around us from the input received through sight and sound. Perceptual filters 
include bias, prejudice, values, expectations, and beliefs, which all have a potential to distort how we think about 
people or events. Students rely upon perceptions to make sense of the learning process and create meaning from 
their experiences. Yet for every student you will find a different perception of the conditions they work within, 
whether it is the class, instructor, assignments, grades, or other students.   

It is possible that thought processes can improve over time and through practice. Students may be able to 
demonstrate lower and higher order thinking in class without recognition of the process they have just used. 
Students may become more proficient with problem-solving and decision-making as they develop practiced 
patterns of focused thought. While it could occur as a child, it is more likely to be experienced as a young adult.  

The evolution of thought does not mean it becomes perfect either. It is possible a student can still develop 
ineffectual thought patterns. For example, relying upon a habitual way of thinking without ever questioning it, or 
accepting what is presently known as the absolute truth or matter of fact without seeking validation. Adults are 
expected to think for themselves and make their own decisions. What they think is influenced by perceptual habits 
of thought, and they may not be aware of the complexity of how they think as it is an automatic process. This is a 
reason why critical thinking may not be understood by students or difficult to comprehend when they are told to use 
it. It is also difficult for instructors to assess critical thinking in a virtual classroom environment because it is an 
internalized thought process that can only be demonstrated through something students produce, such as a 
discussion question response or written assignment. 

Why Critical Thinking is Critical for Learning 

As a person evolves from childhood into young adulthood, and then full adulthood as determined by their 
graduation from high school, they have also developed a specific mindset that includes their beliefs about the 
learning process. They have been conditioned to learn in a passive manner because of an educational system that 
established classes as being teacher-led. Now as an adult, that is their perception about learning. When they enter 
a traditional college classroom the format is still the same, with the instructor guiding the process. While students 
are expected to be responsible they still have not fully become active participants.  

In contrast, if adults take a class from an online school there is an expectation they will be active participants and 
know how to think for themselves. Yet they believe learning occurs in a specific manner without knowing that their 
mind can learn in other ways. The online class environment is student-centered, and adult students are expected 
to think in a way that is different than what they were previously taught, and likely to be different than how they 
presently think as informal learners. This means a strategy is needed to prompt their intellectual development, 
which can cause growth in their mental capacity. There are three levels of thinking to consider as you work with 
your students:  

• Automatic Thinking,  

• Active Thinking, and  

• Critical Thinking 

Automatic Thinking: The mind is always at work and thinking is an automatic process. People think during all 
awake time, unless they have trained themselves to meditate and quiet their thoughts. Automatic thinking occurs 
naturally and includes thoughts about the current environment, along with thoughts that are based upon physical 
needs, emotions, or external stimuli. It also consists of self-talk, internalized dialogue, superficial thoughts, 
established thought patterns, and existing mental structures. Automatic thinking also occurs as input is acquired 
through the five senses, when the mind relies upon perceptual filters to interpret the information received. 

 



As the mind follows instructions on a repetitive basis, mental habits are formulated. This is where "auto-pilot" 
comes into play, which consists of the mental habits and shortcuts that adults create for lower order tasks. For 
example, if you are used to driving to a destination without consciously having to think about how to get there, you 
established a mental shortcut that allows you to get to your destination through a mental habit.  

Information processing is another automatic thinking process we are aware of but do not always have to 
consciously control. As we sort through information received, some of it is retained in our working memory and 
anything that is considered irrelevant is discarded. The mind is bombarded with information received every day, 
from what is heard on television to advertisements that try to catch our attention.  

Active Thinking: The next level of thinking after automatic thinking is active thinking. This occurs when we are 
consciously aware of how we are thinking and may include activities such as participating in a discussion or 
following instructions.  

During active thinking, most of the messages received can filter through; however, if an advertisement or 
something being said to us were to catch our attention, the mind would transition from automatic thinking to active 
or conscious thinking and awareness. Active thinking also includes reading, writing, speaking, stating opinions, and 
problem solving using informal logic. For example, if a financial analysis was required it would mean taking 
numbers and putting them into a format or equation to be calculated, categorized, manipulated, or computed. That 
is also a form of active thinking. 

Active thinking is usually how students define critical thinking, by stating it is a matter of "thinking hard" about a 
topic or subject. They are consciously aware of the topic and recalling knowledge they currently possess about it. 

Critical Thinking: The third type of thinking is the domain of critical thinking, which is not automatic and must be 
triggered or activated. It can be activated for a specific purpose and learned as a skill. Students can trigger it when 
they need to work with more than their existing knowledge, beliefs, and opinions. A triggering event can be 
unexpected, unknown, or something unique. Critical thinking is done with a purpose. For example, when a student 
needs to research a topic and the subject is presently unknown to them. Instead of filling their paper with direct 
quotes they can question the information received to find answers, and then analyze the information obtained.  

It can also enhance problem-solving when a student needs an answer they cannot arrive at on their own. When 
students write papers, they will provide more of their analysis and less from their sources because they have 
examined evidence and re-examined their beliefs or assumptions. Critical thinking involves a search for compelling 
evidence that solidifies a new idea, analysis, or perspective. Thinking becomes critical when students are unable to 
develop the required answers or provide the necessary information from their knowledge base. Critical thinking 
involves examining information and ideas that are outside of closely held beliefs and ideas, which are relied upon 
during active thinking.  

Active thinking utilizes an existing mental structure, where as critical thinking is an examination of and disposition 
towards changing that mental model. When students are in this mode they can consider alternative perspectives 
and solutions. When adult students can learn and use critical thinking on a regular basis, they will find their mindset 
is transformed. No longer will they accept information without searching for evidence to support the premise used 
in whatever was written or spoken. Students find their discussion question responses and written assignments 
transform from being an opinion piece or research report to a statement of their analysis with information from 
sources used as evidence to back up their thoughts and ideas. In other words, students can think for themselves 
once they learn critical thinking as a skill.  

Everyone benefits from the use of critical thinking and it includes students, instructors, and schools. It helps 
students think for themselves, becoming highly productive and performing at their very best. They are receiving the 
maximum benefit possible from their degree program through the development of new mental habits and skills, and 
they are more likely to stay in their classes and program. However, this does not occur without any challenges. 
Students are challenged by learning the process, and then using it correctly and consistently in their courses. The 
challenge for instructors is knowing how to teach this process as a skill, how long they need to teach it, and how to 
measure it to determine that it is being used correctly.  

It is easy to ask students to demonstrate critical thinking but even more challenging to develop a mental model for 
them to follow, and that means it must be prompted so that students watch it in action and can then emulate the 
process. Thinking becomes critical when students provide more than a superficial or cursory response, and in 
place of opinions they develop well-documented and well-research position statements and analyses. Critical 
thinking is not a natural process, although there are times when it is possible for adults to have a period of 



reflection when they are prompted by unplanned or unexpected changes. Thinking also becomes critical when 
students no longer rely upon perceptual filters to determine what is accepted as true and correct, with a willingness 
to evaluate beliefs and change when they find compelling evidence. Critical thinking matters for adult education 
because it is at the heart of every student's developmental growth and ongoing progress. 

Critical Intellectual Discourse (CID) 

Critical thinking implies that anyone can use it and more importantly, use it correctly. When critical thinking is 
applied to an existing mental structure it may be embraced, rejected, or muddled because of established patterns 
of thought, information processing, worldviews, ideas, opinions, beliefs, and mental habits.  

The process of critical thinking involves what students do with information received, whether it is remembering or 
analyzing what they have read. Adult students want to learn for a specific reason and their mind possesses both 
knowledge and experiences that are relevant and useful to the learning process. They are likely balancing other 
responsibilities and yet somehow, they make school work part of their lives because of their self-directed nature. 
When they read the assigned course materials some of the information moves into working memory, and to 
process it further they will need the use of their cognitive functions. However, the information they have read is 
processed through established mental models that were developed through highly engrained beliefs, and it is 
interpreted through their perceptual filters.  

If they cannot make a connection to what they have read, or if the reading does not connect with their specific 
interests, needs, or existing knowledge base, it will either be discarded or overlooked. That is the reason why some 
students state they are bored with the reading materials; they have made no connection to the material or there is 
no reason for reading it other than being required to read it as part of the weekly checklist. Teaching students how 
to read more effectively may assist them to some degree as they learn how to begin working with the information in 
a much more manageable manner. For example, teaching students to take notes using a specific method will help 
them organize the important points of what they have read. But if their perception about the material doesn't 
change they will not be likely to remember it for the long term.  

An instructor who develops a teaching strategy which utilizes the theory of andragogy will treat students as 
knowledgeable and experienced, with an understanding that to some degree they need to be in control of their 
learning. As their instructor, you can show respect for their contributions and engage them in class discussions as 
a means of treating them like they are responsible adults. The online discussion forum is the place where many 
colleges expect instructors to prompt critical thinking from students in their discussion question responses, and 
asking a follow-up question is generally the technique instructors are told to use.  

What instructors know is that this method is only helpful if the discussion question responses are substantive, 
which means students have taken the time to develop something more than an opinion piece. It is challenging to 
engage students if their posts contain direct quotes or minimally relevant content. Instead of viewing critical thinking 
as something instructors ask students to demonstrate, they can use discourse to prompt their cognitive functions.  
What is needed then is a structured approach, one that is initiated by their instructors, so they have a strategy to 
build from as they begin their involvement in the discussions. Students watch their instructors to see how they 
interact during class discussions so it is imperative for instructors to be prepared ahead of time.   

However, as an educator you cannot tell students to "use critical thinking" and expect they will automatically 
produce evidence of higher order thinking. The adult mind is not an independent computer system that is fully 
programmed and sitting idle until a set of instructions is given to produce an outcome. It is an active thinking 
system which is constantly processing information received, whether through informal or casual learning, or formal 
learning which occurs in a classroom. When adult students are told to think in a specific manner by an instructor, 
which may be different than how they naturally think, they will need a context for using it and time to practice.  

An instructor can infuse discourse into class discussions as an instructional strategy by creating a new 
developmental strategy for students, a return to the time when their thinking was in a formative stage. Adults are in 
school to learn so take that self-directed desire and nurture it. The subject matter of the course is irrelevant with 
regards as to how you teach students about their involvement in meaningful discourse. This approach is about 
prompting intellectual curiosity or creating conditions so that your students are mentally in the game so to speak. 
Students cannot learn this method if their mindset is fixed and their attitude is not flexible enough to change.  

Critical thinking allows students to work from their existing mental structures and discourse helps to put their 
perspective into the context of what is being taught. Through discourse students can analyze their beliefs and 
worldviews, and correct any flawed premises or misconceptions. But class discussions need structure and one 



approach that has been utilized is called the Socratic method of dialogue, which is meant to help students reflect 
upon what they know or what they believe using questioning techniques. For online instructors, they need a 
specific technique that can be utilized in all online classes, regardless of the subject matter. A technique that can 
assist them is Critical Intellectual Discourse or CID. 

The evolution of thinking and learning occurs first as a child begins to learn (pedagogy) and then again as they 
become an adult student (andragogy). The format of learning has evolved from traditional college classrooms to 
online classes and degree programs. Critical Intellectual Discourse (CID), as an instructional strategy, views the 
process of critical thinking as a function that is needed for educational purposes, and part of the evolution 
necessary for educators and how they view critical thinking for adults.  

The emphasis of this approach is focused on cognitive functions that need to be engaged for learning to occur. To 
gain the most from the learning process students must be engaged in class discussions through focused thinking, 
which means they are vested in the outcome and actively involved.  While they are processing information 
received, their method of thinking does not become critical until there is discourse with their instructors, which is the 
goal of Critical Intellectual Discourse. 

Summary: 

Students receive a great deal of information while they are involved in a class, especially as they are studying or 
listening to a lecture. Some of this information will be processed in working or short-term memory, which has a 
limited amount of storage space and held for just brief period of time. Students already have many potential 
distractions, especially if they are working from home and online.  

As their instructor, you want them to focus on the subject matter, take the information and process it, and most 
important of all, learn from it. When students retain some of the information, it is stored in long-term memory. The 
key element of this process is students being able to focus and interact with information long enough to prompt 
information processing. This is when an instructor will find Critical Intellectual Discourse useful.  

What is CID? Critical Intellectual Discourse is a purposeful method of prompting higher order thinking and it can be 
used in discussions and feedback.  

The following provides strategies you can implement in your classes, regardless of the subject matter being taught. 

Critical Intellectual Discourse: Discussions 

Purposeful class discussions require considerable time on the part of the instructor, and yet it is through these 
interactions that learning and higher order thinking can be most easily prompted. This is not to state it is an easy 
process, as students may be challenged to consider other perspectives and new ideas, and instructors need to be 
careful of the tone used as they guide students through this process. But it provides an instructor with immediate 
feedback, as to how students are working with, understanding, and comprehending the course subjects, and more 
importantly, how they are processing the information received.  

CID asks instructors to use more than canned responses or quick questions, such as "what do you think" – when 
you pose a question. There is a specific strategy to follow and you can adapt this strategy for on-ground or online 
class discussions. You may find it helpful to have a few prompts ready when you use this approach for the very first 
time. I have discovered the more I utilize it, the more natural the process becomes for me to use as part of my 
instruction.  

Content and Context:  

When you are engaged with students in a discussion, think of ways you can provide context for the discussion. 
Can you share a relevant example, a real-world case or scenario, or something from your career than can serve as 
a building block? Students respond better, or at least they are more likely to pay attention a little longer, when there 
is something of interest involved in the discussion. This is when the instructor's involvement becomes critical to the 
discussion. This is also just one aspect of CID, and a starting point for your interactions with students during a 
class discussion.  

Information and Intellect:  

Now that you have thought of some form of context to provide when you interact with students in the discussion, 
you now want to consider what information they have studied or been assigned to read for this class session or 
week. This is important as you understand what it is their mind has been attempting to read and process, and it 
allows you to consider methods of helping their minds process the information. If students have skimmed through 



the assigned reading, they may have forgotten much of what was read. When you know the important aspects of 
the materials, along with the required learning objectives, you can work to stimulate their intellectual interest in the 
subject matter.  

Discourse and Development:  

Once you are prepared to interact with your students in a class discussion, now is the time for meaningful 
discourse. This is when the use of Socratic questioning can be useful; however, be careful about being perceived 
as going on the attack when you ask questions. You want to prompt students to think about the topics and engage 
them in the discussion, not cause them to tune out or be afraid to answer. Higher order thinking occurs when they 
begin to analyze topics, weigh alternative options, view new perspectives, and consider other options.  

If you are teaching an online course, encourage other students to join in the conversation as well. For example, I 
will address my reply as follows: "Hello Student and Class" – to invite other students to respond. My discourse 
usually begins by acknowledging something the student has written, then I will add further context or content, and 
conclude with a question or questions – to help stimulate their intellect and prompt further discourse and 
development of the discussion.  

Critical Intellectual Discourse: Feedback 

Many instructors view feedback as a grading event or something an instructor does and provides to students, 
without any interaction involved. Some instructors prefer to give a letter grade, others like to provide a rubric with 
points filled in, and then there are instructors like myself who will take time to engage students in their paper and 
use it as a form of discourse. The use of points and a grade only is really a missed learning opportunity. When I 
review a paper, I take time to insert comments directly into the paper, and I follow the same CID format as outlined 
for class discussions.  

Content and Context:  

When you have taught a class enough times, you have a fairly good idea of what a student needs to cover when 
they submit a written assignment. You can also quickly assess a well-written paper, and one that needs further 
development. The most important aspect of providing feedback is knowing the content and context of what 
students should be writing about, as this is where your background, experience, and expertise can become 
invaluable.  

As you read through the paper, take time to insert comments. With your commentary, you can share notes to help 
mentor your students, by providing insight from your background, including additional examples or clarification 
when needed. You want to help guide them in the same manner as you would with class discussions, by making 
certain they have a context for what they are learning.  

Information and Intellect:  

When students submit a written assignment, this provides you with an assessment of their progress – as to how 
they have processed the information received. You know firsthand if they are on the right track, or if they have 
skimmed through the information and tried to get by with the assignment. Regardless of how the student has 
written their paper, you now have an opportunity to interact with them through your thoughtful commentary, and 
you can engage their intellect by inserting prompts which cause them to continue to think about and process the 
information further. 

Discourse and Development:  

As you insert commentary into the papers you are reviewing, you can also ask questions. I have found that many 
students will respond back to me and answer those questions, especially students who are highly engaged in the 
learning process. Some of the questions do not require an answer back, and can simply be a point for them to 
consider further. At the end of the paper I ask some concluding questions to help wrap up my commentary, which 
is a helpful method of demonstrating to students that I have read their paper and taken time to provide feedback.  

When students realize an instructor has read their work and invested time in providing this level of feedback, they 
are more likely to be receptive to what was provided. This helps to address the developmental needs of your 
students, and can also provide another means of discourse between you and your students. 



Critical Intellectual Discourse aligns with the theory of andragogy, an adult education principle, as it treats adult 
students as individuals who are self-directed and involved in the process of learning. It provides every student with 
the same opportunity to learn, grow, and develop.  

I hope you have been inspired as an educator after attending this class, as your work has the transformational 
power and ability to facilitate learning and transform the lives of your students.  

 

 


